
Bosch Home India Festive Built In offer  

1. To avail the Bosch Home India festive (“Offer”), the user has to visit our official Trade Partner Stores 

and Brand stores 

2. Offer is valid on Bosch Built In Appliances  

3. The offer is valid for order placement at select dealer network only. 
 

Offer 1: The Ultimate combo offer: Buy any Hob, Chimney, Oven and Microwave combo at a 

starting price of INR 1,49,990 as mentioned in Annexure 1 

1. To avail the Bosch Home India “The Ultimate combo offer”, the user has to visit our official Trade 
Partner Stores and Brand stores. 

2. The Offer is valid for purchase of Bosch selected Appliances from  01st Sep 2023-15.11.2023  
3. Offer is valid only for purchases done from official Trade Partner Stores and Brand stores - Pan 

India. 

4. The offer is valid for order placement at select dealer network only. 

5. The customer has to accept the material within maximum 120 days from the date of order 

placement. 
6. The “Offer” is open for residents of India in all the cities  

7. If you do not wish to be contacted by BSHG or its representative for advertising or marketing 

purposes, you can, at any point of time shall write to us at service.in@bosch-home.com, to 

withdraw your consent. 

Offer 2:  Perfect Feast Combo: Buy any Hob and chimney at a starting price of INR 52,990 and get 

TruMixx Joy Mixer grinder Free as mentioned in Annexure 1 

Offer date: 01st Sep 2023-15.11.2023 

1. To avail the Bosch Home India “Perfect Feast Combo offer”, the user has to visit our official 
Trade Partner Stores and Brand stores. 

2. The Offer is valid for purchase of Bosch selected Appliances from  01st Sep 2023-15.11.2023  
3. Offer is valid only for purchases done from official Trade Partner Stores and Brand stores – Pan 

India.  

4. The offer is valid for order placement at select dealer network only. 

5. The customer has to procure the material within maximum 120 days from the date of order 

placement. 
6. The “Offer” is open for residents of India in all the cities 

If you do not wish to be contacted by BSHG or its representative for advertising or marketing purposes, you 

can, at any point of time shall write to us at service.in@bosch-home.com, to withdraw your consent 

Offer 3:  Chef’s Fusion combo: Buy any Oven and Microwave combo at a starting price of INR 

93,990 and get VitaExtract Slow juicer free  

Offer date: 01st Sep 2023-15.11.2023 

1. To avail the Bosch Home India “Chef’s Fusion combo offer”, the user has to visit our official Trade 

Partner Stores and Brand stores  

2. The Offer is valid for purchase of Bosch selected Appliances from  01st Sep 2023-15.11.2023  

3. Offer is valid only for purchases done from official Trade Partner Stores and Brand stores – Pan 

India.  



4. The offer is valid for order placement at select dealer network only. 

5. The customer has to procure the material within maximum 120 days from the date of order 

placement. 
6. The “Offer” is open for residents of India in all the cities. 

7. If you do not wish to be contacted by BSHG or its representative for advertising or marketing 

purposes, you can, at any point of time shall write to us at service.in@bosch-home.com, to 

withdraw your consent 

Offer 4:  On purchase of Steam Oven get VitaExtract Slow juicer free and on purchase of 60 cm 

Range Cooker get MutiTalent3 Food Processor free as mentioned in Annexure 1 

Offer date: 01.09.2023-15.11.2023 

1. To avail the Bosch Home India single product offers, the user has to visit our official Trade 
Partner Stores and Brand stores. 

2. The Offer is valid for purchase of Bosch selected Appliances from  01.09.2023-15.11.2023  
3. Offer is valid only for purchases done from official Trade Partner Stores and Brand stores – Pan 

India.  

4. The offer is valid for order placement at select dealer network only. 

5. The customer has to procure the material within maximum 120 days from the date of order 

placement. 
6. The “Offer” is open for residents of India in all the cities. 

If you do not wish to be contacted by BSHG or its representative for advertising or marketing purposes, you 

can, at any point of time shall write to us at service.in@bosch-home.com, to withdraw your consent 

Offer 5: On purchase of selected models of Oven and Microwave combo get 35% off on 

Dishwashers. 

1. To avail the Bosch Home India single product offers, the user has to visit our official Trade 
Partner Stores and Brand stores. 

2. The Offer is valid for purchase of Bosch selected Appliances from  01.09.2023-15.11.2023  
3. Offer is valid only for purchases done from official Trade Partner Stores and Brand stores – Pan 

India.  

4. The offer is valid for order placement at select dealer network only. 

5. The customer has to procure the material within maximum 120 days from the date of order 

placement. 
6. The “Offer” is open for residents of India in all the cities. 

If you do not wish to be contacted by BSHG or its representative for advertising or marketing purposes, you 

can, at any point of time shall write to us at service.in@bosch-home.com, to withdraw your consent 

General Terms & Conditions: 

1. The Offer is organized by BSH Household Appliances Manufacturing Pvt. Ltd. (“Company”/” 

BSHG”).  

2. Consumers eligible to participate in the Offer in accordance to the eligibility criteria specified under 

these Terms and Conditions and participating in the offer are hereinafter referred to as the 

“Participants”. 

3. To be eligible to avail the Offer, the Participants need to confirm to the following eligibility criteria: 

a) an Individual; b) an Indian citizen; c) residing in India d) aged 18 years and above as on 

01.09.2023; e) legally eligible to enter into a contract. 



4. Information as available on the official web page is the only authentic and valid information about 
the Offer. BSHG shall not be responsible for any incorrect/misleading information relating to the 
Offer, presented/ displayed on any other source other than the information available on the official 
website. BSHG shall not be liable for any loss suffered by any Participant based on the 
representation, terms, conditions, information presented / displayed on any other source other than 
the official website.   

5. BSHG has endeavored to make all reasonably practicable arrangements to minimize 
communication system difficulties but can make no guarantee therefore and shall not be liable for 
any failures in the same.  

6. There is no entry fee or participation fee payable by the Participant/s for participating in this Offer. 

BSHG will not accept any form of payment from any of the Participant/s interested in participating 

in the Offer.  

7. BSHG will not be liable for any loss, claim, damage, expenses whether expressed, implied, real, 

consequential incurred by the Participant due to participation in the Offer.  

8. The Personal Data collected for the purpose of this Offer may be used only for the advertising or 

marketing purposes. The Personal Data is being collected by a third party agency who works on 

behalf of BSHG. You can at any time withdraw your consent as stated in Point 3 of the Offer Details 

above. 

9.  BSHG reserves the right to modify, add or delete any of the terms and conditions or participation 

mechanics of pre booking offer at any point of time at its sole discretion without serving any prior 

intimation to the Participants. Intimation of any change, modification, addition, deletion in the terms 

and condition of the pre booking offer will be communicated to the Participants by posting the 

revised terms and condition of the Offer on BSHG social platforms. 

10. BSHG is not responsible for Participant not being able understand the Offer pre booking offer 

mechanics or for his misinterpretation of the same. No correspondence, clarification, explanation 

in this regard will be entertained by BSHG portal or social platforms. 

11. Any disputes with respect to the Offer shall be subject to the sole jurisdiction of courts in Mumbai, 

India. 

12. BSHG shall not be liable for any failure to comply with its obligations caused by COVID-

19/Pandemic conditions, weather conditions, fire, flood, strike, hurricane, industrial dispute, war, 

hostilities, terrorist attack, political unrest, riots, civil commotion, inevitable accidents, acts of God 

or any other circumstances amounting to Force Majeure. 

13. BSHG shall not be responsible for any loss or damage if it has to discontinue or cancel this pre 

booking offer in compliance with any law, ruling, order, regulation, requirement or instruction of any 

Central/State Government or for any other unavoidable reason beyond its control. The Participant 

shall be informed of such discontinuance/cancellation as soon as possible. 

  



ANNEXURE 1 

 

Offer 
Combo 
Code 

1 2 3 4 
Total 
MRP 

offer 
Price 

Hob + Hood + 
MW + Oven  

B1Z0008710 DWKA98H60I PNF9B6G20I BEL553MS0I HBJ534EB0I 
        

321,960  
        

203,990  

B1Z0008731 DWKA98G60I PNF9B6G20I BEL553MS0I HBJ534EB0I 
        

319,960  
        

202,990  

B1Z0008732 DWKA98G60I PNV9B6G20I BEL553MS0I HBJ577EB0I 
        

349,960  
        

219,990  

B1Z0008737 DWBA98G60I PNF9B6F20I BEL550MS0I HBF532BA0I 
        

267,960  
        

169,990  

B1Z0008734 DWBA98G60I PNF9B6F10I BEL550MS0I HBF031BA0I 
        

238,960  
        

149,990  

MW + Oven = 
Slow Juicer free 

B1Z0008735 BEL550MS0I HBF031BA0I MESM731MIN   
        

163,880  
          

95,990  

B1Z0008738 BEL553MS0I HBJ534EB0I MESM731MIN   
        

214,880  
        

131,990  

B1Z0008739 BEL550MS0I HBF031BR0I MESM731MIN   
        

160,880  
          

93,990  

B1Z0008751 BEL553MS0I HBJ577EB0I MESM731MIN   
        

239,880  
        

148,990  

Hob + Hood = 
Mixer Grinder 

Free 

B1Z0008740 DWKF68G60I PNH6B6F10I MGM2123DIN    
          

99,380  
          

52,990  

B1Z0008741 DWKA68G60I PNH6B6F20I MGM2123DIN    
        

107,380  
          

59,990  

B1Z0008742 DWBA68H60I PNH6B6F20I MGM2123DIN    
          

97,380  
          

55,990  

Stream Oven = 
Slow Juicer Free 

B1Z0008743 HSG7361B1 MESM731MIN     
        

311,890  
        

199,990  

 

 


